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Shower

     Rachel Genia sits before an audience of family and friends at city hall. The 

community center room is alive with a dull hush. Chairs are vacant. They tower stacked 

atop one another in a corner of the room. Rachel wears white and black. Pinned to her 

heart, the corsage diverts from her frown. She adjusts the black frames of her glasses 

before her hands reach into the gift bag. Tissue paper is revealed one sheet at a time 

before undersized clothes are withdrawn. The crowd is pleased, and smiles. Behind her, 

Rachel's older sister, Allie, sighs as she adds another set of clothes to the gift list. Rachel 

hands move to the next gift. She is sixteen and pregnant.

     The cake is chocolate marble. Decorated in pink frosting, Welcome Zezalyn is written 

across its face. Waiting, plates sit near the cake. Reading Baby Love, they are paper, 

pink, and cute. Draped by white cloth, the tables are showered by confetti. Mounds of 

diapers and gift wrap crowd each table. Talking with family and guests, Allie moves 

among the tables. After, she sits eating next to her sister. She and Rachel sit together in 

silence. Allie brings the plastic cup to her mouth. The punch is store-bought, and stains 

her lips. Allie finishes the glass. She uses her clear, plastic fork to cut the frosting from 

the cake. It is too sweet.



    As Grandma Kay drives, the breeze blows into the back seat of the car. Rachel sits 

with her boyfriend. "I lied. I found out I'm pregnant," she says. Allie sits in the front seat 

of the car looking out the window into town. Allie sees passing grocery stores and gas 

stations in her town of Mason. The wind blows her long hair as she begins crying. "How 

could you lie to me?" Grandma Kay breaks. Allie continues, asking no one,"How could 

you do this? You're sixteen." The car is quiet. Rachel's boyfriend replies, "Accidents 

happen." Grandma Kay parks the car. Rachel slams the car door, yelling, "Thanks so 

much for supporting me."  Zezalyn is beginning to grow. 

     Allie wakes in the morning at her Grandma Kay's house. It is early and she walks 

into the living room to see her sister crying. It's been weeks and a knoll is beginning to 

show. Her head hanging, Rachel begins to feel the weight. Cheerleading had ended, 

and the shunning at school has begun. Allie sits across the room from Rachel, trying to 

comfort her. "I can protect you," she says. Their father had been terrorizing Rachel since 

the beginning. "All he does is cause trouble," Grandma Kay continues. The room stays 

silent with only the sound of Rachel crying.

     Rachel's eyes fall to the ground. She looks below, but is unable to see the white of her 

shoes past her stomach. Zezalyn is a mound covered by the white fabric of her mother's 

shirt. Her black pants fall past her shoes to drag on the ground. Grandma Kay takes the 

green measuring tape and wraps it around Rachel's belly. She moves the tape around 

her back and brings it to Rachel's navel. The guests laugh as they match their estimates 



to Rachel's actual frame. Games continue. The shower is steady with intervals of 

laughter and pauses of silence.

     It's March 18th, 2009 and five in the morning. Allie is awoken to a ring. She is startled 

out of bed, and makes it across the room to the phone. Allie answers to her Grandma 

Kay. The day before was spent beside her phone, waiting and calling for news of Rachel 

and Zezalyn. While waiting, Allie wrote a letter to her unborn niece. Allie's mother had 

done the same for her, and she would would continue this tradition to Zezalyn. 

Grandma Kay's voice breaks over the line. It has happened. "Zezalyn is born," she says. 

Allie is frantic. It's is five in the morning and too early. She must wait to see her niece 

for the first time.

     Allie steps into the the hospital elevator. The metal lift's doors close, and she presses 

the button to the the third floor. The lights of the shaft shine dimly on her. Allie waits. 

In moments, she will walk into her younger sister's hospital bedroom. The room will be 

bare of flowers, balloons, and the other ornaments that cluttered the baby shower. 

Rachel will be layered under the covers of the hospital bed. She will watch as guests 

cradle her new child. Allie will remember her sister first, and step to bedside. The first 

thing she will say to the new mother is, “You’re not fat anymore." The baby will be 

heavy, and curl in Allie's hands. Her eyes will wander across the room to all the guest 

there to see her. She will look out to them, and only blink. 

     The shower begins to end. Chairs grow more vacant as guests exit the city hall. 



Plastic, pastel cups and plates are collected and thrown away. The table clothes are 

cleared of their glitter and decorations. The damaged cake is sliced again, and saved. 

Allie, Rachel, and Grandma Kay begin clearing the tables of gifts. The presents are 

collected together and stacked high. With the three left alone in the room, the silent 

moments come again. Little is left to say. 


